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Bloodlines: The Golden Lily is the second book in the bestselling Bloodlines series by
Richelle Mead, set in the world of Vampire Academy - NOW A MAJOR FILM. A pulsepounding world of magic, alchemy, vampires and true love awaits . . . Sydney Sage
protects vampire secrets - and human lives. WILL LOVE LOSE HER EVERYTHING
SHE KNOWS? In hiding in a Californian boarding school, Sydney's life has become
irrevocably intertwined with Jill Dragomir, the vampire Moroi princess she has been
tasked with protecting. She has grown close to those in Jill's royal circle - and to
someone in particular. Someone that forces her to question everything the alchemists
believe in. Someone forbidden. When a shocking secret threatens to tear the vampire
world - her new world - apart, Sydney's loyalties are tested more than ever. Should she
trust the alchemists - or her heart? Praise for Richelle Mead: 'Exciting, empowering and
un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment
Weekly Also available in the Bloodlines series: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The
Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart
(Book 4) And don't miss: Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) Discover where the story
began in the Vampire Academy series: *NOW A MAJOR FILM* Vampire Academy
(Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book
3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book
5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6)
SHADOW KISS is the second title in the international Number 1 bestselling Vampire
Academy series by Richelle Mead - NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher
Learning. Higher Stakes. WHAT IF FOLLOWING HER HEART MEANS ROSE COULD
LOSE HER BEST FRIEND - FOREVER? Rose Hathaway knows it is forbidden to love
another guardian. Her best friend, Lissa, must always come first. Unfortunately, when it
comes to the gorgeous Dimitri Belikov, some rules are meant to be broken. Lying to
Lissa about Dimitri is one thing, but suddenly there's way more than friendship at stake.
The immortal dead are on the prowl and in a heart-stopping battle, Rose will have to
choose between life, love and the two people who matter most. But will her choice
mean that only one survives? 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's
Hollywood Crush Blog 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in
the Vampire Academy series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite
(Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise
(Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice
(Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines:.
Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell
(Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5)
www.richellemead.com Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
Bloodlines: Silver Shadows is the heart-pounding fifth instalment in the bestselling
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Bloodlines series by Richelle Mead, set in the world of the international bestseller,
Vampire Academy - NOW A MAJOR FILM. Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a
group of humans who dabble in magic and serve to bridge the worlds of humans and
vampires. They protect vampire secrets - and human lives. In The Fiery Heart, Sydney
risked everything to follow her gut, walking a dangerous line to keep her feelings hidden
from the Alchemists. Now, in the aftermath of an event that ripped their world apart,
Sydney and Adrian struggle to pick up the pieces and find their way back to each other.
But first, they have to survive. For Sydney, trapped and surrounded by adversaries, life
becomes a daily struggle to hold on to her identity and the memories of those she
loves. Meanwhile, Adrian clings to hope in the face of those who tell him Sydney is a
lost cause, but the battle proves daunting as old demons and new temptations begin to
seize hold of him... Their worst fears now a chilling reality; Sydney and Adrian face their
darkest hour. 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush
'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Bloodlines series:
Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell
(Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5)
Discover where the story began in the Vampire Academy series: *NOW A MAJOR
FILM* Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire
Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire
Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell is the heart-stopping third book in the bestselling
Bloodlines series by Richelle Mead, set in the world of the soon-to-be global movie
sensation, Vampire Academy. A thrilling world of magic, alchemy, vampires and true
love awaits . . . Sydney Sage she protects vampire secrets - and human lives. AN
ANCIENT MAGIC. A HEART-WRENCHING DECISION . . . In the aftermath of a
forbidden moment that rocked Sydney to her core, she is struggling to decide between
following her Alchemist teachings - or her heart. Then she meets alluring, rebellious
Marcus Finch, a former Alchemist who is now on the run. As Marcus pushes her to
rebel, Sydney finds that breaking free is harder than she thought. There is an old and
mysterious magic rooted deeply within her. And as Sydney searches for the person
attacking powerful young witches, she realizes that she must embrace her magical
blood - or else she will be next. Praise for Richelle Mead: 'Exciting, empowering and unput-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly
Also available in the Bloodlines series: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily
(Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4)
And don't miss: Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) Discover where the story began in
the Vampire Academy series: *NOW A MAJOR FILM* Vampire Academy (Book 1)
Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3)
Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5)
Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6)
Vampire AcademyShadow KissPenguin UK
SPIRIT BOUND is the sixth book in the international Number 1 bestselling Vampire
Academy series by Richelle Mead - NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher
Learning. Higher Stakes. MURDER, LOVE, JEALOUSY. AND THE ULTIMATE
SACRIFICE. The Queen is dead and the Moroi world will never be the same. Rose
Hathaway is awaiting wrongful execution and there exists only one man who can stall
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this terrible fate. Rose must look to both Dimitri and Adrian, the two great loves of her
life, to find him. With her best friend, Lissa, in a deadly struggle for the royal throne, the
girls find themselves forced to rely upon enemies and questioning those they thought
they could trust . . . But what if true freedom means sacrificing the most important thing
of all? 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush Blog
'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy
series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire
Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire
Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't
miss the bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines:. Bloodlines (Book 1)
Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines:
The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
The first book in Richelle Mead's bestselling Bloodlines series, set in the world of the
international #1 bestselling Vampire Academy series - NOW A MAJOR FILM. SYDNEY
PROTECTS VAMPIRE SECRETS - AND HUMAN LIVES. Sydney belongs to a secret group
who dabble in magic and serve to bridge the world of humans and vampires. But when Sydney
is torn from her bed in the middle of the night, she fears she's still being punished for her
complicated alliance with dhampir Rose Hathaway. What unfolds is far worse. The sister of
Moroi queen Lissa Dragomir is in mortal danger, and goes into hiding. Now Sydney must act
as her protector. The last thing Sydney wants is to be accused of sympathizing with vampires.
And now she has to live with one . . . 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's
Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Bloodlines
series: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell
(Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) *And don't miss: Bloodlines: Silver Shadows
(Book 5)* Discover where the story began in the bestselling Vampire Academy series: Vampire
Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss
(Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5)
Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
SPIRIT BOUND is the fifth book in the international Number 1 bestselling Vampire Academy
series by Richelle Mead - NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher
Stakes. ROSE'S LIFE WILL NEVER BE HER OWN. Rose Hathaway has been outrunning
death ever since she swore to be the protector of her best friend, Lissa, no matter what. She's
finally back to the haven of St. Vladimir's Academy but with Dimitri, the boy she once loved,
stalking her, Rose can only run so far. She failed to kill him when she had the chance, and now
her worst fears are about to come true. Dimitri has tasted her blood, and she knows in her
heart that he is hunting her. And if Rose won't join him, he won't rest until he has silenced her.
Salvation has its price . . . 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood
Crush Blog 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire
Academy series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire
Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire
Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the
bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines:. Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The
Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book
4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5)
Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart is the smouldering fourth book in the bestselling Bloodlines series
by Richelle Mead, set in the world of Vampire Academy - NOW A MAJOR FILM. A pulsepounding world of magic, alchemy, vampires and true love awaits . . . WHEN PULSES
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QUICKEN NO SECRET IS SAFE. Sydney always believed that alchemists were born to
protect vampire secrets and human lives - until she met Marcus and turned her back on
everything she once knew. But she's not free yet. When her sister Zoe arrives, Sydney can
only tell half-truths about her past. And with every word she risks exposure - and the fatal
consequences. Consumed by passion and vengeance, Sydney must choose her path once
and for all. Even if that means harnessing her magical powers to destroy the way of life she
was raised to defend . . . Praise for Richelle Mead: 'Exciting, empowering and un-putdownable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also
available in the Bloodlines series: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) And don't miss:
Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) Discover where the story began in the Vampire Academy
series: *NOW A MAJOR FILM* Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book
2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4)
Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6)
www.richellemead.com Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
Enter the complete saga of the international #1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by
Richelle Mead—soon to be a major motion picture! Lissa Dragomir is a Moroi princess: a mortal
vampire with an unbreakable bond to the earth’s magic. The powerful blend of human and
vampire blood that flows through Rose Hathaway, Lissa’s best friend, makes her a Dhampir.
Rose is dedicated to a dangerous life of protecting Lissa from the Strigoi, who are hell-bent on
making her one of them. Rose and Lissa must navigate through this dangerous world, confront
the temptation of forbidden romance, and never once let their guard down, lest the Strigoi
make Lissa one of them forever.
This collection of original essays presents pedagogical tools, methods, and approaches for
incorporating the figure of the vampire into the learning environment of the college classroom,
in the hopes of ushering the Undead out of the coffin and into the classroom. The essays foster
interdisciplinary collaboration and dialogue, and serve as a collective resource for those
currently teaching the vampire as well as newcomers to vampire studies. Opening with a
foreword by Sam George, the collection is organized around such topics as historicizing the
vampire, teaching the diverse vampire, and engaging the student learner. Interwoven
throughout the volume are strategies for incorporating writing instruction and generating
conversations about texts ("texts" defined broadly so as to include film and other media). The
vampire allows instructors to explore timeless themes such as life and death, love and passion,
immortality, and monstrosity and Otherness.
This exclusive digital edition includes the first three books in the global bestselling Vampire
Academy series - a dark and dangerous paranormal romance. Forbidden temptation lies
behind the iron gates . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal vampire. She must be protected at all
times from the fiercest and most dangerous vampires - the ones who will never die. Rose
Hathaway is Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard. Now after two years of illicit freedom,
they've been dragged back inside the iron gates of St. Vladimir's Academy. The girls must
survive a world of forbidden romances and terrifying night-time rituals. But above all they must
never let their guard down . . . *Don't miss the major blockbuster movie Vampire Academy:
Blood Sisters in February 2014* This edition includes the first three novels in the series:
Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow
Kiss (Book 3) 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush Blog
'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy series:
Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire
Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the Vampire Academy spin-off series,
Bloodlines:. Bloodlines Bloodlines: The Golden Lily Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell Bloodline: The
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Fiery Heart
This interdisciplinary collection brings together world leaders in Gothic Studies, offering
dynamic new readings on popular Gothic cultural productions from the last decade. Topics
covered include, but are not limited to: contemporary High Street Goth/ic fashion, Gothic
performance and art festivals, Gothic popular fiction from Twilight to Shadow of the Wind,
Goth/ic popular music, Goth/ic on TV and film, new trends like Steampunk, well-known icons
Batman and Lady Gaga, and theorizations of popular Gothic monsters (from zombies and
vampires to werewolves and ghosts) in an age of terror/ism.
While Rose is coping with the darker effects of being shadow-kissed, her relationship with
Dimitri is finally taking off, and when he disappears during a Strigoi attack on St. Vladimir's
Academy, she must make a terrible choice.
??·???????????(?)??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????
????????????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????80?
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????…… ??????? ???????? https://www.facebook.com/darknighthouse
????????·?????????????
The international #1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by Richelle Mead is NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE. Read it before it hits cinemas in 2014! The official guide to the #1
international bestselling Vampire Academy series - now a major motion picture! Sink your teeth
into the must-have collector's item for every fan of Richelle Mead's Vampire Academy series,
complete with colour photos from the set of the movie! Discover the history of St. Vladimir's
Academy, explore the dark psychology behind Rose and Lissa's spirit bond, and find out even
more illicit secrets about Moroi society. This ultimate guide will feature everything readers want
and need to go even deeper into the world of the series . . . every heartache, every betrayal,
every sacrifice, and so much more! Also available in the Vampire Academy series: Vampire
Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss
(Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5)
Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy
spin-off series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver
Shadows (Book 5) Richelle Mead is the New York Times and global bestselling author of the
Vampire Academy series (soon to be a movie blockbuster in Feb 2014), the Bloodlines series
and the Age of X series. Richelle lives in Seattle, Washington. Michelle Rowen writes
paranormal romance, urban fantasy, futuristic romantic suspense, and young adult fantasy,
including the New York Times bestselling Falling Kingdoms series, which she writes as Morgan
Rhodes. Michelle lives in Southern Ontario.
The international number 1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by Richelle Mead is now a
major motion picture. Read it before it hits cinemas in 2014! WHAT IF FOLLOWING HER
HEART MEANS ROSE COULD LOSE HER BEST FRIEND FOREVER? Rose Hathaway
knows it is forbidden to love another guardian. Her best friend, Lissa – the last Dragomir
princess – must always come first. Unfortunately, when it comes to gorgeous Dimitri Belikov,
some rules are meant to be broken . . . But since making her first Strigoi kills, Rose hasn't been
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feeling right. Something dark has begun to grow in her mind, and ghostly shadows warn of a
terrible evil drawing nearer to the Academy's iron gates. And now that Lissa and Rose's sworn
enemy, Victor Dashkov, is on trial for his freedom, tensions in the Moroi world are higher than
ever. Lying to Lissa about Dimitri is one thing, but suddenly there's way more than friendship at
stake. The immortal undead are on the prowl, and they want vengeance for the lives that Rose
has stolen. In a heart-stopping battle to rival her worst nightmares, Rose will have to choose
between life, love, and the two people who matter most . . . but will her choice mean that only
one can survive? REVIEWS FOR THE VAMPIRE ACADEMY SERIES 'Mead . . . weave[s] a
unique and mesmerizing mystery with a whodunit ending that even the most skilled detectives
will not predict . . . this little gem is sure to be a hit.' VOYA 'Teens able to handle the edgy
elements will speed through this vamp story and anticipate the next installment.' Booklist 'In a
world that seems saturated with vampire books, Richelle Mead has created characters and a
world that is both unique and believable.' TeensReadToo.com penguinteenaustralia.com
This exclusive digital edition includes the final three books in the global bestselling Vampire
Academy series - a dark and dangerous paranormal romance. Forbidden temptation lies
behind the iron gates . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal vampire. She must be protected at all
times from the fiercest and most dangerous vampires - the ones who will never die. Rose
Hathaway is Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard. Now after two years of illicit freedom,
they've been dragged back inside the iron gates of St. Vladimir's Academy. The girls must
survive a world of forbidden romances and terrifying night-time rituals. But above all they must
never let their guard down . . . *Don't miss the major blockbuster movie Vampire Academy:
Blood Sisters in February 2014* This edition includes the final three novels in the series:
Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire
Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's
Hollywood Crush Blog 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the
Vampire Academy series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2)
Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) And don't miss the Vampire Academy spin-off
series, Bloodlines:. Bloodlines Bloodlines: The Golden Lily Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell
Bloodline: The Fiery Heart

The international Number 1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by Richelle
Mead is NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher Stakes.
ONLY A TRUE BEST FRIEND CAN PROTECT YOU FROM IMMORTAL
ENEMIES . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal vampire. She must be protected at all
times from the fiercest and most dangerous vampires of all - the ones who will
never die. Rose Hathaway is Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard. Now, after
two years of illicit freedom, they've been dragged back inside the iron gates of St.
Vladimir's Academy. The girls must survive a world of forbidden romances, a
ruthless social scene and terrifying night-time rituals. But above all, they must
never let their guard down, lest the immortal vampires take Lissa - forever . . .
'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're
suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy
series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2)
Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise
(Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last
Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off
series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4)
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Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????
??????????????????? ? ????????????????? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????…… ? ????????? ????????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????? ? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?
??????????????? ??????????????????…… ????????????? ??????? ? ?????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??Amazon??Setfan Raets ? ???????????????????????????
??Aamzon??Spencer A Pearce ? ?????????????????????????
??Aamzon??Peditothor?70?? ? ??????????????????? ?????????????????? ? ?……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ? ?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????? ??RT?? ? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????……??????????????????? ??????? ? ??? ????(??)
"Thorndike Press Large Print the Literacy Bridge"--T.p. verso.
BLOOD PROMISE is the fourth book in the international Number 1 bestselling
Vampire Academy series by Richelle Mead - NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher Stakes. BOUND BY LOVE, SWORN TO
KILL. The recent Strigoi attack at St. Vladimir's Academy was the deadliest ever
in the school's history, claiming the lives of Moroi students, teachers and
guardians alike. Even worse, the Strigoi took some of their victims with them . . .
including Dimitri. He'd rather die than be one of them, and now Rose must
abandon her best friend, Lissa - the one she has sworn to protect no matter what
- and keep the promise Dimitri begged her to make long ago. But with everything
at stake, how far will rose go to keep her promise? 'Exciting, empowering and unput-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush Blog 'We're suckers for it!' Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy series: Vampire
Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy:
Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire
Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And
don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines:.
Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo
Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows
(Book 5) www.richellemead.com Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
FROSTBITE is the second book in the international Number 1 bestselling
Vampire Academy series by Richelle Mead - NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher Stakes. WINTER BREAK TURNS DEADLY.
A massive vampire attack has put St. Vladimir's Academy on high alert. With the
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deadly creatures closing in, this year's trip to the wintery peaks of Idaho has just
become mandatory. But Rose Hathaway can't escape her (guy) troubles. Her
relationship with gorgeous tutor Dimitri can never be and her closest friend has
just confessed to his huge crush on her . . . The glittering winter landscape may
seem like the perfect hideaway - but Rose, and her heart, are in more danger
than she ever imagined. 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's
Hollywood Crush Blog 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also
available in the Vampire Academy series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire
Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire
Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5)
Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling
Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines:
The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The
Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
Bloodlines: The Ruby Circle is the epic conclusion to Richelle Mead's bestselling
Bloodlines series , set in the world of Vampire Academy - NOW A MAJOR FILM.
Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a group of humans who dabble in magic
and serve to bridge the worlds of humans and vampires. They protect vampire
secrets - and human lives. After their secret romance is exposed, Sydney and
Adrian find themselves facing the wrath of both the Alchemists and the Moroi in
this electrifying conclusion to Richelle Mead's New York Times bestselling
Bloodlines series. When the life of someone they both love is put on the line,
Sydney risks everything to hunt down a deadly former nemesis. Meanwhile,
Adrian becomes enmeshed in a puzzle that could hold the key to a shocking
secret about spirit magic, a secret that could shake the entire Moroi world . . .
Praise for Richelle Mead: 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's
Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in
the Bloodlines series: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4)
Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5) Discover where the story began in the
Vampire Academy series: *NOW A MAJOR FILM* Vampire Academy (Book 1)
Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3)
Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound
(Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6)
?????????——???? ???2001????????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????????? ????????? ??????????????? ????15????????????
????15???????????? ????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????……
33??????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ???????
?????????????????????? ????????????????33????? ???????????—— ???????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????
???——??????——????????????????——???????????????????????????????????
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Love gone awry, secret crushes, an upcoming holiday ski trip, and a recent attack by Strigoi
has got Rose and the Academy on edge, especially when Rose's friends set off to fight Strigoi
and end up in desperate need of a rescue by Rose and Christian. Original.
BLOOD PROMISE is the fourth book in the international Number 1 bestselling Vampire
Academy series by Richelle Mead is NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE. Higher Learning.
Higher Stakes. BOUND BY LOVE, SWORN TO KILL. The recent Strigoi attack at St. Vladimir's
Academy was the deadliest ever in the school's history, claiming the lives of Moroi students,
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teachers and guardians alike. Even worse, the Strigoi took some of their victims with them . . .
including Dimitri. He'd rather die than be one of them, and now Rose must abandon her best
friend, Lissa - the one she has sworn to protect no matter what - and keep the promise Dimitri
begged her to make long ago. But with everything at stake, how far will rose go to keep her
promise? 'Exciting, empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush Blog 'We're
suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy series: Vampire
Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss
(Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5)
Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy
spin-off series, Bloodlines:. Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2)
Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver
Shadows (Book 5) www.richellemead.com Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
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